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The annual LiU Junior Faculty Career Day took place in Planck,
Campus Valla on 24th of November. Around 60 young
professionals got together to reveal the possible way of
development of their career both in academia and the external job
market. More then 10 future-looking companies and institutions
presented their activities during the event and expressed their
interests in the young researchers.

The event was opened by the chairman Maria
Swartz from InnovationskontorEtt, who then
guided us through the whole day.

Ann Lundström from Naturvetarna encouraged
everybody to estimate, realize and communicate
their

competence.

Career

research

and

networking, CV and cover letter writing – these
trivial but nevertheless vital issues were covered
by the presentation.
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The career coaches from Naturvetarna, Sofia Sjöholm,
Christel Lindgren and Ann Lundström, contributed
further with the individual career coaching sessions – the
perfect mean for the young specialists to reveal their
advantages on the job market (images below).

Mattias Collin from SULF elucidated the present features of the
research career and teaching activities in academy. Sweden must
develop an effective system for attracting young researchers. Is
the present system efficient enough? These issues were
highlighted.

Randi Hellgren from Human Resources presented
the new employment strategy of Linköping
University for attracting outstanding researchers
as well as how to plan your career at LiU.
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“Standing of outstanding” –
panel

discussion

with

the

Recruitment Boards members.

Representatives from three faculties – Bo Svensson, Ulf Nilsson and Mats Hammar - as well as
Randi Hellgren from Human Resources and Elinor Edwardsson Stiwne from CUL answered
the questions and highlighted the specific demands of the faculties for new-coming and present
researchers.

The lunch was followed by networking and “mingling” between the JF members and the
companies’ representatives (images below). Communication and opinions exchange was found
to be important for JF members.

Åsa Rybo-Landelius is attracting new members to SULF –
the teachers’ association in the academia.

Nils

Berglund

from

Innovationsslussen

explains the purposes of the company’s
activities to the participants.
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Anna Bjuremark and Madelaine Johansson
from CUL explain how to make your
academic career sustainable, as well as the
role and importance of teaching activities for
young academics.

The interactive regime of the presentation
resulted in a lot of suggestions and comments,
which was highly appreciated by the speakers.

The JF members in the audience are active and
thinking …
and with positive attitude! ☺

Lars Haikola, University Chancellor made a deep
excursion with philosophical discussion into the history of
academia in order to figure out the leadership career in
academia.
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Prof. Bo Liedberg won the LiU Junior Faculty Prize 2011 for creating a successful and
inspiring environment for young researchers. The special hand-made prize has been prepared
by Linköpings artist Joanne Hoffsten and was delivered to the representative of Prof. Liedberg
- Thomas Ederth (image below).

“If there is a problem – must be proper solution” – supposes JF
Officer Volodymyr Khranovskyy.

JF Officer Ing-Marie Ahl and chairman Maria
Swartz took proper care about the event.

LiU Junior Faculty Office would like to acknowledge companies that contributed to the event:
Naturvetarna, SULF, Linköping University, Swedish National Agency for Higher Education
(HSV), InnovationskontorEtt, LEAD, Spetsa, VTI, Sveriges unga akademi, Innovationsslussen,
Japan Society for the Promotion of Science (JSPS), Semcon.
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